Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to understand lattices of certain subcategories in module categories of representation-finite gentle algebras called tiling algebras, as introduced by Coelho Simoes and Parsons. We present combinatorial models for torsion pairs and wide subcategories in the module category of tiling algebras. Our models use the oriented flip graphs and noncrossing tree partitions, developed by the authors, and a description of the extension spaces between indecomposable modules over tiling algebras. In addition, we classify 2-term simpleminded collections in bounded derived categories of tiling algebras. As a consequence, we obtain a characterization of c-matrices for any quiver mutation-equivalent to a type A Dynkin quiver.
Introduction
A tiling algebra Λ T " kQ T {I T is defined by the data of a tree T embedded in a disk. They are a class of representation-finite gentle algebras that were recently introduced in [26] . These algebras also form a subclass of the algebras of partial triangulations introduced in [9] . Examples of tiling algebras include Jacobian algebras [10] of type A and m-cluster-tilted algebras [22] of type A, both of which naturally arise in the study of cluster algebras [11] and in the additive categorification of cluster algebras [4, 5] .
The tree T defines two lattices: the oriented flip graph of T , denoted Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q, and the noncrossing tree partitions of T , denoted NCPpT q. The former can be regarded as a directed graph whose vertices correspond to partial triangulations of a disk and whose edges correspond to exchanging single arcs in the corresponding partial triangulations. The latter is a generalization of the classical noncrossing set partitions of the set t1, 2, . . . , nu where n is the number of nonleaf vertices of T .
We present combinatorial models for the torsion pairs and the wide subcategories in the module category of Λ T using the oriented flip graph of T and the noncrossing tree partitions of T , respectively. In particular, we prove the following:
‚ the lattice of torsion-free classes, denoted torsfpΛ T q, (resp., of torsion classes, denoted torspΛ T q) is isomorphic to Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q (resp., Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q op ) (see Theorem 6.5),
‚ the lattice of wide subcategories of Λ T , denoted widepΛ T q, is isomorphic to NCPpT q (see Theorem 7.1). We also combinatorially describe all 2-term simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of Λ T (see Theorem 8.4 ). An important application of the latter is a classification of c-matrices of quivers that are mutation-equivalent to type A Dynkin quivers (see Theorem 9.1). This classification is similar to one obtained in [27] for acyclic quivers and to the classification found in [13] for type A Dynkin quivers.
1.1. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we review the basics of path algebras, quiver representations, and gentle algebras. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we review the notions of the oriented flip graphs and noncrossing tree partitions that were introduced in [15] .
In Sections 4 and 5, we define tiling algebras and describe all homomorphisms and extensions between indecomposable modules over tiling algebras.
In Section 6, we show that the lattice of torsion-free classes (resp., torsion classes) of Λ T ordered by inclusion (resp., reverse inclusion) is isomorphic to Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q (see Theorem 6.5) . To obtain this result, we make use of the lattice quotient description of Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q from [15, Theorem 4.11] and the classification of extensions between indecomposable Λ T -modules found in Section 4. In Section 7, we show that the lattice of noncrossing tree partitions of T is isomorphic to the lattice of wide subcategories of Λ T -mod.
In Section 8, we show that the data of a noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement is equivalent to a 2-term simple-minded collection of objects in the bounded derived category of Λ T (see Theorem 8.4 ). This theorem relies on the description of extensions between indecomposable Λ T -modules found in Section 4 and on a combinatorial description of the operation of left-and right-mutation on simple-minded collections found in Section 8.1 (see Lemma 8.6) .
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Preliminaries
2.1. Path algebras and quiver representations. Following [1] , let Q be a given quiver. We define a path of length ě 1 to be an expression α 1 α 2¨¨¨α where α i P Q 1 for all i P r s :" t1, . . . , u and spα i q " tpα i`1 q for all i P r ´1s. We may visualize such a path in the following waÿ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨α
The source (resp., target) of the path α 1 α 2¨¨¨α is spα q (resp., tpα 1 q). Let Q denote the set of all paths in Q of length . We also associate to each vertex i P Q 0 a path of length " 0, denoted ε i , called the lazy path at i.
Definition 2.1. Let Q be a quiver. The path algebra of Q, denoted kQ, is the k-algebra generated by all paths of length ě 0. Throughout this paper, we assume that k is algebraically closed. The multiplication of two paths α 1¨¨¨α P Q and β 1¨¨¨βk P Q k is given by the following rule:
" α 1¨¨¨α β 1¨¨¨βk P Q `k : spα q " tpβ 1 q 0 : spα q ‰ tpβ 1 q.
Note that as k-vector spaces we have kQ "
where kQ is the k-vector space of all paths of length .
In this paper, we study certain quivers Q which have oriented cycles (i.e., paths α 1¨¨¨α P Q where tpα 1 q " spα q). If a quiver Q possesses any oriented cycles of length ě 1, we see that kQ is infinite dimensional. In order to avoid studying infinite dimensional algebras, we will add relations to path algebras whose quivers contain oriented cycles in such a way that we obtain finite dimensional quotients of path algebras. The relations we add are those coming from an admissible ideal I of kQ meaning that there exists N ě 2 such that If I is an admissible ideal of kQ, we say that pQ, Iq is a bound quiver and that kQ{I is a bound quiver algebra.
In this paper, we study modules over a bound quiver algebra kQ{I by studying certain representations of Q that are "compatible" with the relations coming from I. A representation V " ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q of a quiver Q is an assignment of a k-vector space V i to each vertex i and a k-linear map ϕ α : V spαq Ñ V tpαq to each arrow α P Q 1 . If ρ P kQ, it can be expressed as If we have a bound quiver pQ, Iq, we define a representation of Q bound by I to be a representation of Q where ϕ ρ " 0 if ρ P I. We say a representation of Q bound by I is finite dimensional if dim k V i ă 8 for all i P Q 0 . It turns out that kQ{I-mod is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional representations of Q bound by I. Additionally, the dimension vector of V P kQ{I-mod is the vector dimpV q :" pdim k V i q iPQ0 and the dimension of V is defined as dim k pV q :" ř iPQ0 dim k V i . The support of V P kQ{I-mod is the set supppV q :" ti P Q 0 : V i ‰ 0u.
In this paper, we focus on bound quiver algebras that are gentle algebras. A gentle algebra Λ " kQ{I is a bound quiver algebra that satisfies the following conditions:
i) for each vertex of Q is the starting point of at most two arrows and the ending point of at most two arrows; ii) for each arrow β P Q 1 there is at most one arrow α P Q 1 such that βα R I, and there is at most one arrow γ P Q 1 such that γβ R I; iii) for each arrow β P Q 1 , there is at most one arrow δ P Q 1 such that βδ P I, and there is at most one arrow µ P Q 1 such that µβ P I; iv) the ideal I is generated by paths of length 2. Gentle algebras have a simple combinatorial parameterization of their indecomposable modules in terms of string modules. A string in Λ is a sequence
where each x i P Q 0 and each α i P Q 1 or α i P Q´1 1 :" tformal inverses of arrows of Qu. We require that each α i connects x i and x i`1 (i.e., either spα i q " x i and tpα i q " x i`1 or spα i q " x i`1 and tpα i q " x i where if α i P Q´1 1 we define spα i q :" tpα´1 i q and tpα i q :" spα´1 i q) and that w contains no substrings of w of the following forms:
γs ÐÝ x is`1 where β s¨¨¨β1 , γ 1¨¨¨γs P I. In other words, w is an irredundant walk in Q that avoids the relations imposed by I. By convention, we consider w to be a different word in the vertices of Q than w´1 :" x m`1 αm ÐÑ x m αm´1 ÐÑ¨¨¨α 1 ÐÑ x 1 . We say the string w is cyclic if x 1 " x m`1 and we say a cyclic string is a band if
k copies of w is a string but w is not a proper power of another string u (i.e., there does not exist an integer s ě 2 such that w " u s ). Let w be a string in Λ. The string module defined by w is the bound quiver representation M pwq :" ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q where
i " x j for some j P rm`1s 0 : otherwise with s j :" #tk P rm`1s : x k " x j u and the action of ϕ α is induced by the relevant identity morphisms if α lies on w and is zero otherwise. One observes that M pwq -M pw´1q.
In this paper, we study a family of representation-finite gentle algebras, which we denote by Λ T . It follows from [28] that the set of indecomposable modules over these algebras, denoted indpΛ T -modq, consists of exactly the string modules M pwq where w is a string in Λ T .
We remark that each band in Λ defines an infinite family of indecomposable modules called band modules. However, we omit the definition of band modules since there are no such modules belonging to indpΛ T -modq. D 2 in such a way that a vertex is on the boundary if and only if it is a leaf. We will assume that any tree comes equipped with such an embedding. We refer to non-leaf vertices of a tree as interior vertices, and, by convention, any interior vertex has degree at least 3. The embedding that accompanies T also endows each interior vertex with a cyclic ordering. In addition, we say two trees T and T 1 are equivalent if there is an isotopy between the spaces D 2 zT and D 2 zT 1 . A tree T embedded in D 2 determines a collection of 2-dimensional regions in D 2 that we will refer to as faces. A corner of a tree is a pair pv, F q consisting of an interior vertex v and a 2-dimensional face F containing v. We let CorpT q denote the set of corners of T .
An acyclic path (or chordless path) supported by a tree T is a sequence pv 0 , . . . , v t q of pairwise distinct vertices of T such that v i and v j are adjacent if and only if |i´j| " 1. We typically identify acyclic paths with their underlying vertex sets; that is, we do not distinguish between acyclic paths of the form pv 0 , . . . , v t q and pv t , . . . , v 0 q. We will refer to v 0 and v t as the endpoints of the acyclic path pv 0 , . . . , v t q. Note that an acyclic path is determined by its endpoints, and thus we can write rv 0 , v t s " pv 0 , . . . , v t q. As an acyclic path pv 0 , . . . , v t q defines a subgraph of T (namely, the induced subgraph on the vertices v 0 , . . . , v t ), it makes sense to refer to an edge of pv 0 , . . . , v t q. Additionally, if pv 0 , . . . , v t q and pv t , . . . , v t`s q are acyclic paths that agree only at v t and where rv 0 , v t`s s is an acyclic path, we define their composition as rv 0 , v t s˝rv t , v t`s s :" rv 0 , v t`s s.
A segment s " pv 0 , . . . , v t q is an acyclic path consisting of at least two vertices where any two edges pv i´1 , v i q and pv i , v i`1 q are incident to a common face and whose endpoints are not leaves. Observe that interior vertices of T are not segments. If the composition s˝t of two segments s and t is a segment, we say that s and t are composable.
Let SegpT q be the set of segments supported by a tree T . Given X Ď SegpT q, we say X is closed if for any pair of composable segments s, t P X one has s˝t P X. If X is any subset of SegpT q, its closure, denoted X, is the smallest closed set containing X. Say X is biclosed if X and SegpT qzX are both closed. At times, we will also say X is co-closed if SegpT qzX is closed.
Define BicpT q to be the collection of biclosed subsets of SegpT q, partially ordered by inclusion. The poset BicpT q is a lattice with many nice properties. In particular, for any biclosed sets B 1 , B 2 P BicpT q, we have that
We refer the reader to [15] for more information on the lattice structure of biclosed sets.
Let s " pv 0 , . . . , v l q be a segment, and orient the segment from v 0 to v l . Let C s be the set of segments pv i , . . . , v j q such that ‚ if i ą 0 then s turns right at v i , and ‚ if j ă l then s turns left at v j . We note that s is always in C s since the above conditions are vacuously true. Furthermore if t P C s , then C t Ď C s . Let π Ó : BicpT q Ñ BicpT q be the function such that for any X P BicpT q, π Ó pXq :" ts P X : C s Ď Xu. It follows from [15, Lemma 4.4 ] that π Ó pXq is actually biclosed. Define the oriented flip graph of T , denoted Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q, to be the partially ordered set π Ó pBicpT qq. In [15, Theorem 4.11] we show that the oriented flip graph is a lattice quotient of BicpT q. As such, it is also a lattice.
In [15] , we define the oriented flip graph in terms of a simplicial complex related to T . However, [15, Theorem 4.11] shows that this definition is equivalent to the one we give in this paper.
3.2.
Noncrossing tree partitions. Let V o denote the set of interior vertices of T . Fix a small ą 0 such that the -ball centered at any interior vertex of T is contained in D 2 , and no two such -balls intersect. For each corner pv, F q, we fix a point zpv, F q in the interior of F of distance from v. Let
In words, T is the embedded tree T plus the open -ball around each interior vertex. Similarly, given ru, vs P SegpT q, let ru, vs denote the subset of T that supports ru, vs and the balls around u and around v. It will be convenient to represent segments as certain curves in the disk as follows. A flag is a triple pv, e, F q of a vertex v incident to an edge e, which is incident to a face F . Orienting e away from v, we say a flag is green if F is left of e. Otherwise, the flag is red. Let pu, e, F q, pv, e 1 , Gq be two green flags such that ru, vs is a segment containing the edges e, e 1 as in Figure 1 . A green admissible curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ D 2 for ru, vs is a simple curve for which γp0q " zpu, F q, γp1q " zpv, Gq and γpr0, 1sq Ď D 2 zpT zru, vs q. Similarly, if pu, e, F 1 q and pv, e 1 , G 1 q are red flags, then a red admissible curve is defined the same way, with γp0q " zpu, F 1 q, γp1q " zpv, G 1 q. We say a segment is green if it is represented by a green admissible curve. Similarly, a segment is red if it is represented by a red admissible curve. We may also refer to an admissible curve for a segment without specifying a color. Such a curve may be either green or red.
If a colored segment s is represented by a curve with endpoints zpu, F q and zpv, Gq, we say that pu, F q and pv, Gq are the endpoints of s. We refer to corners or vertices as the endpoints of a segment at different parts of this paper. The distinction should be clear from context.
Two colored segments are noncrossing if they admit admissible curves that do not intersect. Otherwise, they are crossing. We remark that if two curves share an endpoint zpu, F q then they are considered to be crossing. To determine whether two colored segments s, t cross, one must check whether the endpoints of t lie in different connected components of pD 2 zpT zt qqzγ for some admissible curve γ for s. We will find it convenient to distinguish several cases of crossing as in the following lemma. The three cases correspond to the three columns of Figure 2 .
Lemma 3.1. Let γ and γ 1 be two (green or red) admissible curves corresponding to segments s and s 1 that meet along a common segment t. Let t " ra, bs and orient γ and γ 1 from a to b. Assume that γ and γ 1 do not share an endpoint. Then γ and γ 1 are noncrossing if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) s (or s 1 ) does not share an endpoint with t, and γ turns left (or right) at both endpoints of t; (2) γ starts at a and turns left (resp., right) at b, and γ 1 ends at b and turns right (resp., left) at a; (3) γ and γ 1 both start at a (resp., both end at b) where γ leaves a (resp., b) to the left, and γ turns left at b (resp., a) or γ 1 turns right at b (resp., a).
If γ and γ 1 are both green admissible or both red admissible, then the third case does not occur.
For B Ď V o , let SegpBq be the set of inclusion-minimal segments whose endpoints lie in B. That is, there do not exist distinct segments s, t P SegpBq where every vertex of t appears in s. We say B is segmentconnected if for any two elements u, v of B, there exists a sequence u " u 0 , . . that ru i´1 , u i s P SegpBq for all i. If B " tB 1 , . . . , B l u is a partition of V o , we let SegpBq " Ť l i"1 SegpB i q. We let Seg g pBq (resp., Seg r pBq) denote the same set of segments, all colored green (resp., red).
A noncrossing tree partition B is a set partition of V o such that any two segments of Seg r pBq are noncrossing and each block of B is segment-connected. Note that we intentionally define noncrossing tree partitions using only red segments. Let NCPpT q be the poset of noncrossing tree partitions of T , ordered by refinement. By [15, Theorem 5.13] , the poset NCPpT q is a lattice. In fact, in [15, Theorem 5.15] we show that NCPpT q is isomorphic to the "lattice-theoretic" shard intersection order (see [24] ) of Ý Ý Ñ F GpT q, denoted Ψp Ý Ý Ñ F GpT qq, via the isomorphism B Þ Ñ SegpBq. Here SegpBq is the smallest closed set of segments containing SegpBq.
We give an example of NCPpT q in Figure 3 where T is the tree appearing in Figure 1 . We remark that this lattice of noncrossing tree partitions is not isomorphic to the lattice of noncrossing set partitions of t1, 2, 3, 4u.
By [15, Corollary 5.12] , there is a distinguished bijection Kr : NCPpT q Ñ NCPpT q. We call KrpBq the Kreweras complement of B. The noncrossing tree partition KrpBq is characterized by the property that there exist red admissible curves for SegpBq and green admissible curves for SegpKrpBqq such that when one superimposes these curves on T , one obtains a noncrossing tree whose vertex set is V o . We show an example of a noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement in Figure 5 .
Trees and their tiling algebras
Let T be a tree embedded in D 2 . Then T defines a bound quiver, denoted pQ T , I T q, as follows. Let Q T be the quiver whose vertices are in bijection with the edges of T that contain no leaves and whose arrows are exactly those of the form e 1 α ÝÑ e 2 satisfying: iq e 1 and e 2 define a corner of T , iiq e 2 is counterclockwise from e 1 . The admissible ideal I T is, by definition, generated by the relations αβ where α : e 2 ÝÑ e 3 defines the corner pv, F q and β : e 1 ÝÑ e 2 defines the corner pv, Gq. We define the tiling algebra of T to be Λ T :" kQ T {I T . We remark that the term tiling algebra first appeared in [26] where a tiling algebra is defined by a partial triangulation of a polygon.
Example 4.1. In Figure 4 , we show three trees. The tree T 1 determines the quiver Q T1 " 1 β ÝÑ 2 α ÝÑ 3. The tiling algebra of T 1 is Λ T1 " kQ T1 {I T1 where I T1 " xαβy. Also note that Q T2 -Q T3 -Q and Λ T2 -Λ T3 -Λ where Q is the quiver from Example 2.2 and Λ is the algebra from Example 2.2. 
Proposition 4.2. The algebra Λ T is a gentle algebra. Furthermore, the algebra Λ T is representation-finite and its indecomposables are exactly the string modules.
Proof. The first assertion follows from [26, Proposition 3.2] . To prove the second assertion, it is enough to observe that any string w in Λ T can be regarded as a full, connected subquiver of Q T with at most one arrow from any cycle in Q T . This implies that there are no cyclic strings in Λ T and therefore no bands in Λ T .
Corollary 4.3. The following hold for the tiling algebra Λ T . 1. Assume M pwq :" ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q is a string module of Λ T . Then dim k pV i q " 1 if i P supppM pwqq and dim k pV i q " 0 otherwise. 2. The map indpΛ T -modq ÝÑ SegpT q defined by M pwq Þ ÝÑ s w :" pv 0 , . . . , v t q where each v i is a vertex of T belonging to some e j P supppM pwqq and where each pair v i and v i`1 belongs to a common e j P supppM pwqq is a bijection.
Proof. Assertion 1. follows from the proof of Proposition 4.2.
To prove assertion 2., note that any string module M pwq P indpΛ T -modq can be regarded as a full, connected subquiver of Q T with at most one arrow from any cycle in Q T . With this identification, we observe that M pwq is equivalent to a sequence of interior vertices pv 0 , . . . , v t q of Q T with the property that any two edges pv i´1 , v i q and pv i , v i`1 q are contained in a common face of T . Thus the given map is a bijection.
We now present a description of the spaces of extensions between indecomposable Λ T -modules. These results generalize, in the finite representation type case, the description of extensions between indecomposables found in [6] . The proofs of the following results depend on some technical lemmas presented in Section 5.
The following results (Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 and Theorems 4.6 and 4.7) were new when we originally announced them in [16] . Since then, the space of extensions between indecomposable modules over a general gentle algebra has been described in [7] . Although the results therein imply ours, we include the proofs of our results as they appeared in [16] . Proof. Since s u and s v have no common vertices, there is no arrow α P pQ T q 1 such that u α Ð v is a string in Λ T . By exactness of the given sequence and by Lemma 5.6, it is clear that X " M puq ' M pvq. Thus the given sequence is split.
Proposition 4.5. Let M puq, M pvq P indpΛ T -modq where s u and s v either share an endpoint and agree along a segment or they have a common vertex that is an endpoint of at most one of s u and s v . Then Ext
Ñ M pvq Ñ 0 be an extension. By Lemma 5.9 iq, X has at least two summands M pyq and M pzq for some nonempty strings y and z in Λ T . By Lemma 5.9 iiq, without loss of generality, we have that M pyq " M puq and M pzq " M pvq so the given sequence is split. Proof. Assume that there exists an arrow α P pQ T q 1 such that u α Ð v is a string in Λ T . Thus M pu α Ð vq is a string module and so ξ is a nonsplit extension.
Assume that there does not exist an arrow α P pQ Theorem 4.7. Let M puq, M pvq P indpΛ T -modq and suppose that supppM puqq X supppM pvqq ‰ H. Now let w denote the unique maximal string supported on supppM puqq X supppM pvqq. Furthermore, assume that the segments s u and s v do not have any common endpoints.
for some strings u p1q , u p2q , v p1q , and v p2q in Λ T , some of which may be empty. Then Ext
is the unique nonsplit extension of M pvq by M puq.
, and v p2q in Λ T , not all of which are empty. Note that the segments s u and s v have no common endpoints. This means that M pu p1q Ð w Ð v p2is not isomorphic to M puq or M pvq and the same is true for M pv p1q Ñ w Ñ u p2q q. Thus
is a nonsplit extension. This implies that Ext
Since the given sequence is exact, we must have that
and v " v p1q Ñ w Ð v p2q . The last assertion follows from the fact that dim k Ext 1 Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 1 by Lemma 5.5.
Homomorphisms and extensions between string modules
In this section, we present the technical facts required to prove Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 and Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. We prove Lemma 5.1, which is used in the statement of Theorem 4.7, Lemma 5.7, and Corollary 5.8. We omit the proofs of Lemma 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 as they are nearly identical to that of [14 Lemma 5.1. Let M puq, M pvq P indpΛ T -modq with supppM puqqXsupppM pvqq ‰ H. Then w " x 1 Ø x 2¨¨¨xk´1 Ø x k where supppM puqq X supppM pvqq " tx i u iPrks is a string in Λ T . Furthermore, w is the unique maximal string along which u and v agree.
Proof. Any string in Λ T includes at most two vertices from any oriented cycle in Q T . Thus a string u " y 1 Ø y 2¨¨¨ys´1 Ø y s is the shortest path connecting y 1 and y s in the underlying graph of Q T . This implies that for any y i and y j appearing in u, the string y i Ø y i`1¨¨¨yj´1 Ø y j is the shortest path connecting y i and y j in the underlying graph of Q T . Therefore if supppM puqq X supppM pvqq ‰ H, then w " x 1 Ø x 2¨¨¨xk´1 Ø x k where supppM puqq X supppM pvqq " tx i u iPrks is a string in Λ T . Clearly, w is the unique maximal string along which u and v agree. Proof. Assume s u and s v agree along a segment s w . By Lemma 5.1, assume that s w is the unique largest segment along which s u and s v agree. We have that either u " u p1q Ð w and v " v p1q Ñ w or u " u p1q Ñ w and v " v p1q Ð w. In the former case, Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq ‰ 0. In the latter case, Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq ‰ 0. The converse statement is obvious.
Next, we present four results, each of which is crucial to classifying extensions between indecomposable Λ Tmodules. Lemma 5.6 is used in the proof of Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.6. Corollary 5.8, which is used in the proof Theorem 4.7, follows from Lemma 5.7. Lemma 5.7 establishes several restrictions on which indecomposable Λ T -modules can appear as middle terms of a nonsplit extension between two indecomposables whose corresponding segments agree along a segment, but have no shared endpoints. Lastly, Lemma 5.9 is used in the proof of Proposition 4.5.
be an extension where supppM puqq X supppM pvqq " H. Assume that there does not exist an arrow α P pQ T q 1 such that u α Ð v is a string in Λ T and let X " ' k i"1 X i be a direct sum decomposition of X in to indecomposables (i.e., X i P indpΛ T -modq for each i P rks). Then none of the modules X i have any of the following properties iq supppX i q X supppM puqq ‰ H and supppX i q X supppM pvqq ‰ H iiq supppX i q Ĺ supppM puqq iiiq supppX i q Ĺ supppM pvqq.
Proof. Suppose some X i satisfies iq. Then we can write X i " M pwq, u " u 1 Øw 1 , and v " w 2 Ø v 2 where
Observe that the direction of β implies that Hom Λ T pM puq, M pwqq " 0 and Hom Λ T pM pwq, M pvqq " 0. Since supppM puqq X supppM pvqq " H, tsupppX i qu k i"1 is a set partition of the set supppXq. Thus we have that M pwq X impf q " 0, but M pwq Ď kerpgq. This contradicts that the given sequence is exact.
As none of the X i satisfy iq, we can separate these modules into those supported on M puq and those supported on M pvq. We denote the former modules by tM pu pjq qu 
H. This contradicts that the given sequence is exact. The proof that there are no summands M pv pof X that satisfy iiiq is similar so we omit it.
Lemma 5.7. Let M puq, M pvq P indpΛ T -modq where s u and s v have no common endpoints. Let 0 Ñ M puq f Ñ X g Ñ M pvq Ñ 0 be a nonsplit extension where supppM puqq X supppM pvqq ‰ H, and let w denote the unique maximal string supported on supppM puqq X supppM pvqq. Let X " ' k i"1 X i be a direct sum decomposition of X into indecomposables and write u " u p1q Ø w Ø u p2q and v " v p1q Ø w Ø v p2q for some strings u p1q , u p2q , v p1q , and v p2q in Λ T , some of which may be empty. Then the following hold.
iq X is not indecomposable. iiq There is no X i such that supppX i q X supppM pxqq ‰ H for any x P tw, u p1q , u p2q u, assuming that both u p1q and u p2q are nonempty strings. iiiq There is no X i such that supppX i q X supppM pxqq ‰ H for any x P tw, v p1q , v p2q u, assuming that both v p1q and v p2q are nonempty strings. ivq There is no X i such that supppX i q Ĺ supppM pxqq where
Proof. We first show that each X i satisfies X i fl M puq and X i fl M pvq. Without loss of generality, suppose a summand X i of X satisfies X i -M puq. Since s u and s v have no common endpoints, impf q " X i . By dimension considerations and the fact that g is surjective, M pvq is also a summand of X. Thus the given sequence is split, a contradiction. iq We observe that by exactness, dim k pXq " dim k pM puqq`dim k pM pvqq. Since supppM puqqXsupppM pvqq ‰ H, Lemma 4.3 1. implies that X is not a string module and therefore not indecomposable.
iiq Suppose that such an X i exists. Then supppM pwqq Ď supppX i q. Now note that since X i fl M puq and X i fl M pvq we can assume without loss of generality, that supppX i q X supppM pu p1Ĺ supppM pu p1and supppX i q X supppM pu p1‰ H. This implies that we can write u p1q " x p1q Ø x p2q for some nonempty strings x p1q and x p2q in Λ T where supppM px p2" supppX i q X supppM pu p1and u "
In this case, Hom Λ T pM puq, X j q " 0 if X j is any summand of X where supppX j q Ď supppM px p1and x p1q P supppX j q. Thus any such X j satisfies X j X impf q " 0. One also observes that supppM px p1X supppM pvqq " H so Hom Λ T pX j , M pvqq " 0. Therefore, any such X j Ď kerpgq. This means that if such a summand X j exists, then the given sequence is not exact.
We show that there must be a summand X j of X satisfying supppX j q Ď supppM px p1and whose string contains x p1q . First note that by the exactness of the given sequence, there must exist a summand X j of X whose support contains x p1q and thus intersects supppM px p1. It is enough to show that, without loss of generality, there is no string y in Λ T such that supppM pyqq X supppM px p1‰ H and supppM pyqq X supppM pv p1‰ H. To show this, it is enough to observe that the segments s x p1q and s v p1q have no common vertices. The latter follows from the fact that x p2q is a nonempty string. We obtain a contradiction. We now have that u p1q " x p1q Ñ x p2q . This implies that Hom Λ T pM puq, X i q " 0. Let us express X i as X i " ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q. By exactness and dimension considerations, the module X i is the only summand of X satisfying supppX i q X supppM px p2‰ H. Thus there exists λ P V i that is nonzero with i P supppX i q X supppM px p2and λ R impf q. However, λ is also a nonzero element of M puq, and this contradicts that f is injective.
iiiq The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of assertion iiq so we omit it. ivq It suffices to show that there does not exist a summand X i of X such that supppX i q Ĺ supppM pv p1. Suppose there exists such a summand X i . Then there exist summands M pxq and M pyq of X such that x Ø y is a string in Λ T where supppM pxqq Ĺ supppM pv p1and supppM pyqq X supppM pv p1‰ H. If px Ø yq " px Ð yq, then Hom Λ T pM pyq, M pvqq " 0. Let us express M pyq as M pyq " ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q. Then any nonzero λ P V i where i P supppM pyqqXsupppM pv p1satisfies λ P kerpgq. Since λ does not belong to any summand besides M pyq, we have that g is not surjective, a contradiction. If instead px Ø yq " px Ñ yq, then Hom Λ T pM pxq, M pvqq " 0. Similarly, this implies that M pxq Ď kerpgq, which contradicts that g is surjective.
vq We first prove the assertion for any x P tu p1q , u p2q , v p1q , v p2q u. It suffices to prove this for x " v p1q . Suppose that there exists X i such that supppX i q X supppM pv p1‰ H and supppM pv p1Ę supppX i q. By ivq, we have that supppX i q X supppM pwqq ‰ H. Now by exactness of the given sequence, there exists another summand X j of X such that supppX j q Ď supppM pv p1zsupppX i q Ď supppM pv p1. This contradicts ivq. Next, we suppose x " w. By assertion ivq, each summand X i satisfies supppX i q X supppM pwqq ‰ H. Thus it is enough to show that there are no summands X i such that supppX i q Ĺ supppM pwqq. Suppose there exists such a summand X i " M py p2q q. We can assume, without loss of generality, that there is another summand
Suppose that py p1q Ø y p2" py p1q Ñ y p2q q. Then Hom Λ T pM py p1q q, M pvqq " 0. Let us express M py p1as M py p1" ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q. The for any nonzero λ P V i where i P supppM py p1X supppM pv p1satisfies λ P kerpgq. Since M py p1q q, is the only summand containing λ, this contradicts that g is surjective. Now suppose py p1q Ø y p2" py p1q Ð y p2and write y p2q " y p2q 1 Ø¨¨¨Ø y p2q . Then Hom Λ T pM py p2q q, M pvqq " 0. This means that any other summand M py p3of X where py p1q Ð y p3is a string in Λ T and y p2q 1 P supppM py p3has the property that Hom Λ T pM py p3q q, M pvqq " 0. Since M py p1is the only summand of X whose support intersects supppM py p1X supppM pv p1and since supppM py p1Ď supppM pvqq, we have that there is an inclusion M py p1ãÑ M pvq. Since the given sequence is exact, there must exist a summand M pzq " ppV i q iPQ0 , pϕ α q αPQ1 q of X where z satisfies ‚ supppM pzqqXsupppM py p1‰ H where any nonzero λ P V i with i P supppM pzqqXsupppM py p1satisfies λ R kerpgq " impf q, and ‚ supppM pzqqXsupppM py p2‰ H where any nonzero λ P V i with i P supppM pzqqXsupppM py p2satisfies λ P impf q. However, since py p1q Ø y p2" py p1q Ð y p2there are no homomorphisms from M puq to M pzq satisfying these properties. Thus there are no summands X i of X such that supppX i q Ĺ supppM pwqq. Ñ M pvq Ñ 0 be a nonsplit extension where supppM puqq X supppM pvqq ‰ H, and let w denote the unique maximal string supported on supppM puqq X supppM pvqq. Let X " ' k i"1 X i be a direct sum decomposition of X into indecomposables and write u " u p1q Ø w Ø u p2q and v " v p1q Ø w Ø v p2q for some strings u p1q , u p2q , v p1q , and v p2q in Λ T some of which may be empty. Then
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 iq, X has at least two indecomposable summands. By Lemma 5.7 ivq and vq, X has exactly two summands, M pyq and M pzq, where supppM pwqq Ď supppM pyqq and supppM pwqq Ď supppM pzqq. By exactness of the given sequence and by Lemma 5.7 vq, for any x P tu p1q , u p2q , v p1q , v p2q u we have that supppM pxqq is contained in supppM pyqq or supppM pzqq. By combining Lemma 5.7 iiq and iiiq, we have that M pyq " M pu p1q Ø w Ø v p2and M pzq " M pv p1q Ø w Ø u p2q q.
Lemma 5.9. Let M puq, M pvq P indpΛ T -modq where s u and s v either share an endpoint and agree along a segment or they have a common vertex that is an endpoint of at most one of s u and
Ñ 0 is an extension and X " ' k i"1 X i is a direct sum decomposition into indecomposables, then the following hold. iq X is not indecomposable. iiq There is no X i such that supppX i q Ĺ supppM pxqq where x P tu, vu.
Proof. Only Lemma 5.7 iiq and iiiq relied on the assumption that the given extension was nonsplit. Thus one proves these assertions by adapting the proofs of Lemmas 5.7 iq, ivq, and vq, since these did not depend on Lemma 5.7 iiq and iiiq.
Oriented flip graphs and torsion-free classes
In this section, we recall the definition of torsion-free classes and their lattice structure. After that, we show that the oriented flip graph of T is isomorphic as a poset to the lattice of torsion-free classes of Λ T ordered by inclusion and torsion classes of Λ T ordered by reverse inclusion.
Let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra. A full, additive subcategory C Ď Λ-mod is extension closed if for any objects X, Y P C satisfying 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 one has Z P C. We say C is quotient closed (resp.,
injection), then Z P C. A full, additive subcategory T Ď Λ-mod is called a torsion class if T is quotient closed and extension closed. Dually, a full, additive subcategory F Ď Λ-mod is called a torsion-free class if F is extension closed and submodule closed.
Let torspΛq (resp., torsfpΛq) denote the lattice of torsion classes (resp., of torsion-free classes) of Λ, ordered by inclusion. We have the following proposition, which shows that a torsion class of Λ uniquely determines a torsion-free class of Λ and vice versa. Given T a torsion class and F its corresponding torsion-free class, we say that the data pT , Fq is a torsion pair. aq Let tT i u iPI Ď torspΛq be a collection of torsion classes. Then we have
bq Let tF i u iPI Ď torsfpΛq be a collection of torsion-free classes. Then we have For the proofs of Theorems 6.5 and 7.1, we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let C Ă Λ-mod be a full, additive subcategory with the property that for any indecomposables X, Y P indpΛ-modq and any extension 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0, the module Z belongs C. Then C is extension closed.
Proof. Let 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 be a an extension where X, Y P C, and let ξ P Ext 1 Λ pY, Xq denote the corresponding extension. Now, write X -
. . , k and j " 1, . . . , . Recall that we have an isomorphism ÝÑ Y j ÝÑ 0 denote the extension corresponding to ξ i,j . This implies that ξ is equivalent to the extension 0 ÝÑ
By assumption, Z i,j P C for all i and j. Since C is additive, we have that
denotes the lattice of torsion classes ordered by reverse inclusion.
Proof. We claim that the map
is an isomorphism of posets where addp' k i"1 X i q denotes the smallest full, additive subcategory of Λ T -mod closed under taking summands of ' k i"1 X i . Furthermore, we claim that the inverse of this map is given by torsfpΛ T q δ ÝÑ π Ó pBicpTF " addp' iPrks M pw piÞ ÝÑ π Ó pts w p1q , . . . , s w pkq uq.
We can see that these maps are order-preserving, since π Ó is order-preserving by [15, Lemma 4.5 (7)]. Assuming that ζpπ Ó pXqq is a torsion-free class and that δpFq P π Ó pBicpT qq, we have that δ " ζ´1 as π Ó is an idempotent map (see [15, Lemma 4.5 (5) 
Next, we show that F :" addp' su M puq : s u P π Ó pXqq is a torsion-free class given X P BicpT q. We begin by showing that it is submodule closed. Assume that there is an inclusion M pvq ãÑ M puq where M puq P F. Write s u " px 0 , . . . , x q and orient this segment from x 0 to x . Let s v " px i , . . . , x j q where we can assume that 0 ă i and j ă . The inclusion M pvq ãÑ M puq implies that u " u p1q Ñ v Ð u p2q for some nonempty strings u p1q and u p2q in Λ T . Now we have that s v turns right (resp., left) at x i (resp., at x j ). Thus s v P C su Ď X. This implies that C sv Ď C su Ď X so s v P π Ó pXq. We obtain that M pvq P F. Now suppose f : M pvq ãÑ X " ' iPrks M pw piai for some a i ě 0 and M pvq does not include into any summand of X. Furthermore, suppose any indecomposable M puq with dim k pM puqq ă dim k pM pvqq that includes into an object of F belongs to F. Let M pw pibe a summand of X where the component map g : M pvq Ñ M pw piof f is nonzero. By Lemma 5.3, we can assume that there exists a nonempty string w in Λ T not equal to u or w piq such that M pvq M pwq ãÑ M pw piq q. By the previous paragraph, M pwq P F. Now express
where, without loss of generality, both v p1q and v p2q are nonempty. This implies that M pv piãÑ X so M pv piP F for i " 1, 2 since dim k pM pv piă dim k pM pvqq. Observe that we have an extension 0 Ñ M pv p2Ñ M pw Ñ v p2Ñ M pwq Ñ 0, which shows that M pw Ñ v p2P F since s pwÑv p2" s w˝sv p2q P π Ó pXq. This implies that we have an extension 0 Ñ M pv p1Ñ M pvq Ñ M pw Ñ v p2Ñ 0, which shows that M pvq P F since s v " s v p1q˝s w˝sv p2q P π Ó pXq. We conclude that F is submodule closed.
Lastly, we show that F is extension closed. By Lemma 6.4, it is enough to show that F is extension closed with respect to extensions 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 where X, Y P indpFq. Since π Ó pXq is closed, it is easy to see that F is extension closed with respect to extensions whose nonzero terms are indecomposable. By our description of nonsplit extensions in Λ T -mod (see Section 4), it suffices to show that if M puq, M pvq P F where
is the nonsplit extension defined by these modules, then M pu p1q Ð w Ð v p2q q, M pv p1q Ñ w Ñ u p2P F. We show M pu p1q Ð w Ð v p2P F and the proof that M pv p1q Ñ w Ñ u p2P F is very similar. Notice that M pu p1ãÑ M puq and M pw Ð v p2ãÑ M pvq so M pu p1q q, M pw Ð v p2P F. Thus we obtain a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ M pu p1Ñ M pu p1q Ð w Ð v p2Ñ M pw Ð v p2Ñ 0, which shows that M pu p1q Ð w Ð v p2P F.
Noncrossing tree partitions and wide subcategories
In this section, we show that noncrossing tree partitions of a tree T provide a combinatorial model for the wide subcategories of Λ T -mod.
If Λ is a finite dimensional k-algebra, we say that a full, additive subcategory W Ď Λ-mod is a wide subcategory if it is abelian and extension closed. We let widepΛq denote the poset of wide subcategories of Λ-mod, partially ordered by inclusion. It is easy to see that the intersection of two wide subcategories is also a wide subcategory, and the zero subcategory (resp., Λ-mod) is the unique minimal (resp., unique maximal) element of widepΛq. Thus if Λ is representation-finite, the poset widepΛq is a lattice.
Theorem 7.1. For any tree T , we have the following isomorphisms of posets:
NCPpT q ÝÑ widepΛ T q B Þ ÝÑ add´' su M puq : s u P SegpBq¯.
Proof. The map is order-preserving because B 1 ď B 2 in NCPpT q if and only if SegpB 1 q Ď SegpB 2 q in Ψp Ý Ý Ñ F GpT qq. Thus it is enough to show that this map defines a wide subcategories and has an order-preserving inverse.
We now show that W :" add´' su M puq : s u P SegpBq¯P widepΛ T q. By Lemma 7.2, we know that W is closed under taking kernels and cokernels of maps between modules M puq, M pvq P W where s u , s v P SegpBq. Now suppose that f P Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq is nonzero where s u P SegpBq, s v P SegpB 1 q, and where B and B 1 are blocks of B. We can further assume that f is neither injective nor surjective. We write s u " s u p1q˝¨¨¨˝s u pkq and s v " s v p1q˝¨¨¨˝s v p q where s u p1q , . . . , s u pkq P SegpBq and s v p1q , . . . , s v p q P SegpB 1 q. Assume B ‰ B
1 . Since f is nonzero, then s u R SegpBq or s v R SegpB 1 q. Without loss of generality, we assume that s u R SegpBq. Thus we have an inclusion M pu ptãÑ M puq for some t " 1, . . . , k. This implies that Hom Λ T pM pu ptq q, M pvqq ‰ 0, which contradicts Lemma 7.2. Now assume B " B 1 . Suppose that any g P Hom Λ T pX, Y q has kerpgq, cokerpgq P W for any X, Y P W with dim k pXq`dim k pY q ă dim k pM puqq`dim k pM pvqq. Define s w :" s w p1q˝¨¨¨˝s w ptq where ts w p1q , . . . , s w ptq u " ts u p1q , . . . , s u pkq u X ts v p1q , . . . , s v p q u. Now we have that f factors as M puq α M pwq β ãÑ M pvq. This implies that dim k pM puqq`dim k pM pwqq and dim k pM pwqq`dim k pM pvqq are both less than dim k pM puqq`dim k pM pvqq. We thus obtain that kerpf q " kerpαq P W and cokerpf q " cokerpβq P W. We conclude that W is abelian.
Next, we show that W is extension closed. By Lemma 6.4, it is enough to show that W is extension closed with respect to extensions 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 where X, Y P indpWq. It is clear that if M puq, M pvq P W appear in an extension of the form 0
is the nonsplit extension defined by these modules, then M pu p´q Ð w Ð v p`q q, M pv p´q Ñ w Ñ u p`P W. Let M puq, M pvq P W be two such indecomposables. We have that if f : M puq Ñ M pvq is a nonzero map, then kerpf q " M pu p´' M pu p`and cokerpf q " M pv p´' M pv p`q q. Since W is abelian, we conclude that M pwq, M pu p´q q, M pu p`q q, M pv p´q q, M pv p`P W. We have already noticed that W is extension closed with respect to taking extensions involving only indecomposables. One can thus construct such extensions showing that M pu p´q Ð w Ð v p`q q, M pv p´q Ñ w Ñ u p`P W. We conclude that W P widepΛ T q. We now claim that the map ω : widepΛ T q ÝÑ Ψp Ý Ý Ñ F GpTdefined by W Þ Ñ S :" ts u : M puq is a simple object of Wu is an order-preserving inverse to the map Ψp Ý Ý Ñ F GpTÝÑ widepΛ T q. Assuming that ωpWq P Ψp Ý Ý Ñ F GpT qq, it is clear that ω is an inverse as a map of sets.
Our earlier argument shows that the elements M pu piare the simple objects of W where s u piq P SegpBq. Thus to prove that S " SegpBq for some B P NCPpT q, it is enough to show that any two distinct simple objects M puq, M pvq P W have the property that s u and s v are noncrossing. Note that Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq " Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0, since M puq and M pvq are simple objects and W is a wide subcategory.
If s u and s v share an endpoint, then Lemma 5.4 implies that s u and s v do not agree along a segment. Thus they are noncrossing in this case.
If s u and s v are crossing, then, up to reversing the roles of u and v, Theorem 4.7 implies that they define a unique nonsplit extension
Using this description of the strings u and v, we notice that there is map f P Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq where impf q " M pwq, a contradiction. Thus s u and s v are noncrossing.
Next, we show that ω is order-preserving. Since any two simple objects of W P widepΛ T q correspond to noncrossing segments, the segment defined by any indecomposable object of W can be expressed as a concatenation of segments corresponding to simple objects of W. That is, the segments of ωpWq are in bijection with the indecomposable objects of W. Thus if W 1 Ď W 2 , one has ωpW 1 q Ď ωpW 2 q. Lemma 7.2. Let B P NCPpT q and let M puq, M pvq be two distinct indecomposable Λ T -modules whose corresponding segments appear in SegpBq and SegpB 1 q, respectively, for some blocks B and B 1 of B. Then one has Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq " 0 and Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0.
Proof. First assume B " B 1 . Since M puq and M pvq are distinct, the corresponding segments s u and s v share at most one vertex of T . This means u and v are supported on disjoint sets of vertices of Q T so the statement holds. Thus we can assume that s u P SegpBq and s v P SegpB 1 q where B and B 1 are distinct blocks of B. Since B P NCPpT q, this implies that s u and s v have no common endpoints.
Let γ u and γ v be left admissible curves for s u and s v , respectively, witnessing that s u and s v are noncrossing. Write s w " ra, bs for the unique maximal segment along which s u and s v agree, if it exists, and orient γ u and γ v from a to b. Without loss of generality, we have two cases: i) supppM puqq Ĺ supppM pvqq, ii) supppM pvqqzsupppM puqq ‰ H and supppM puqqzsupppM pvqq ‰ H. Suppose supppM puqq Ĺ supppM pvqq. Here s w " s u . By Lemma 3.1 (1), with s u playing the role of t, we have that γ v either turns left at both a and b or it turns right at both a and b. This means that either
for some nonempty strings v p1q and v p2q in Λ T . Thus Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq " 0 and Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0. Now suppose that supppM pvqqzsupppM puqq ‰ H and supppM puqqzsupppM pvqq ‰ H. We can assume that a (resp., b) is an endpoint of s v (resp., s u ). Thus we can write s v " ra, bs˝s v 1 and s u " s u 1˝ra, bs for some nonempty segments s v 1 , s u 1 P SegpT q. By Lemma 3.1 (2), with ra, bs playing the role of t, we have that either γ v turns right at b and γ u turns left at a or γ v turns left at b and γ u turns right at a. Thus either v " w Ñ v 1 and u " u 1 Ð w or v " w Ð v 1 and u " u 1 Ñ w. We conclude that Hom Λ T pM puq, M pvqq " 0 and Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0.
Simple-minded collections
In this section, we interpret noncrossing tree partitions in terms of the representation theory of Λ T using simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of Λ T , denoted D b pΛ T q. We show that the data of a noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement is equivalent to a certain type of simple-minded collection.
Simple-minded collections were originally used by Rickard [25] in the construction of derived equivalences of symmetric algebras from stable equivalences. A standard example of a simple-minded collection in representation theory is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple Λ-modules regarded as elements of D b pΛq. Note that any Λ-module X becomes an element of D b pΛq by mapping it to the stalk complex concentrated in degree 0 whose degree 0 term is X. Additionally, in [20] , simple-minded collections were useful in computing spaces of Bridgeland stability conditions [2] .
Here we recall some of the definitions we will need in order to study simple-minded collections. For a more complete presentation of the notions of derived categories and triangulated categories, we refer the reader to Chapter 1 of [19] .
Let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra (or, more generally, a ring). By a complex, we mean a diagram of finitely generated Λ-modules
We say that the Λ-module X i in the complex X is in degree i. We refer to the Λ-module homomorphisms d i X : X i Ñ X i´1 as differentials. If the only nonzero module of a complex X is in degree i, we say that X is a stalk complex concentrated in degree i. Given a complex X, it is natural to define the shift of X, denoted Xr1s, where
ÝÑ¨¨ä nd where in Xr1s the module in degree i is X i`1 . Now let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of complexes. We define the mapping cone or cone of f , denoted Conepf q, to be the componentwise direct sum of complexes
ÝÑ¨¨ẅ ith differential given by
Dually, one defines the cocone of f , denoted Coconepf q.
The bounded derived category of Λ has objects given by complexes X of Λ-modules with X i " 0 when |i| is sufficiently large. We say that two objects X, Y P D b pΛq are quasi-isomorphic if there exists a morphism of complexes ϕ : X Ñ Y that induces an isomorphism H k pXq Ñ H k pY q for all k. Two objects X, Y P D b pΛq are isomorphic if and only if there exists a sequence of quasi-isomorphisms
The category D b pΛq, which is a triangulated category, also has the property that any triangle is isomorphic to a triangle of the form
In addition, one shows that any triangle in D b pΛq is isomorphic to one of the form
Morphism spaces between objects in derived categories can be very complicated. However, the objects in the collections we will study turn out to be stalk complexes. In this situation, the problem of understanding morphisms between such objects in D b pΛq is more tractable, as the following well-known proposition shows. Definition 8.2. Let C be a triangulated category. A collection tX 1 , . . . , X n u of objects of C is said to be simple-minded if the following hold for any i, j P rns:
. . , X n y (i.e., the smallest triangulated category containing X 1 , . . . , X n and closed under taking summands of objects is C). One says that the objects tX 1 , . . . , X n u form a thick subcategory of C. Now let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra and consider a simple-minded collection tX 1 , . . . , X n u in D b pΛq. If for each i P rns one has H k pX i q " 0 for any k ‰ 0,´1, we say the collection is 2-term. We let 2-smc(Λ) denote the set of isomorphism classes of 2-term simple-minded collections of D b pΛq.
It turns out that, as the following lemma shows, it is easy to say what objects can appear in a 2-term simple minded collection in D b pΛ T q.
Lemma 8.3. Let X " tX 1 , . . . , X n u P 2-smcpΛ T q. Each X i P X is isomorphic to a stalk complex of an indecomposable Λ T -module concentrated in degree 0 or´1.
Proof. By [3, Remark 4.11], each X P X is isomorphic to a stalk complex of a Λ T -module concentrated in degree 0 or´1. Suppose X P X is of the form X -M r1s where M P Λ T -mod. Now we have that
where the last equality follows from the fact that X P 2-smcpΛ T q. Since End Λ T pM q is a local ring, M is indecomposable. The proof is similar when X -M for some M P Λ T -mod.
From Lemma 8.3, we have that any 2-term simple-minded collection X " tX 1 , . . . , X n u in D b pΛ T q can be regarded as a collection of segments of T . We define SegpX q " ts 1 , . . . , s n u to be this collection where s i P SegpX q corresponds to X i P X . Moreover, we can write SegpX q " Seg 0 pX q \ Seg´1pX q where Seg i pX q :" ts j P SegpX q : X j is concentrated in degree iu.
The simple-minded collection X also naturally defines a graph lying on D 2 as follows. Let SEGpX q be the graph whose vertices are the internal vertices of T and whose edges are admissible curves γ i defined by the segments s i P SegpX q up to isotopy fixing the endpoints of γ i where if s i P Seg 0 pX q (resp., s i P Seg´1pX q) then γ i is a green (resp., red) admissible curve. By abuse of notation, we will write SEGpX q " tγ 1 , . . . , γ n u. It will also be useful to define SEG 0 pX q (resp., SEG´1pX q) to be the subgraph of SEGpX q consisting of green (resp., red) admissible curves from SEGpX q. ÐÑ tM pw p1,3q qr1s, M pw p3,4q qr1s, M pw p2,8q qr1s, M pw p5,6q qr1s, M pw p6,7q qr1s, M pw p6,9q qr1s, M pw p2,4q q, M pw p5,8q q, M pw p7,10q qu Figure 5 . The noncrossing tree partition B " pt1, 3, 4u, t2, 8u, t5, 6, 7, 9u, t10uq with its Kreweras complement KrpBq " pt1u, t2, 4u, t3u, t5, 8u, t6u, t7, 10u, t9uq and its corresponding simpleminded collection via the map θ in Theorem 8.4. Here w pi,jq denotes the string corresponding to the segment of T connecting i and j.
Our next theorem gives a combinatorial classification of the 2-term simple-minded collections for the algebras Λ T . This theorem implies that the data of a noncrossing tree partition paired with its Kreweras complement is equivalent to that of SEGpX q for a unique X P 2-smcpΛ T q.
Theorem 8.4.
There is a bijection θ : tpB, KrpBqqu BPNCPpT q ÝÑ 2-smcpΛ T q given by pB, KrpBqq θ Þ ÝÑ tM puqr1s : s u P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tM pvq :
Proof. The image of θ lies in 2-smcpΛ T q by Lemma 7.2, Lemma 8.10, and Lemma 8.11. Next, decompose Seg 0 pX q and Seg´1pX q into segment-connected subsets of maximal size as follows:
Seg 0 i pX q and Seg´1pX q "
In Section 8.2, we construct a map : 2-smcpΛ T q ÝÑ tpB, KrpBqqu BPNCPpT q defined by X Þ ÝÑ pB X , KrpB Xwhere B X :" tB 1 , . . . , B k u and where B i :" tvertices of T that are endpoints of segments in Seg´1 i pX qu. It follows from Proposition 8.9 that B X P NCPpT q and that any block B The map θ takes a collection of red or green segments to the corresponding stalk complexes, whereas takes a collection of stalk complexes to the corresponding red or green segments. Hence, to show that they are inverse bijections, it is enough to check that they are well-defined as functions between sets of segments of the form pB, KrpBqq and 2-term simple-minded collections. For , this is done in Proposition 8.9.
Mutation of simple-minded collections.
Here we recall the notion of mutation of simple-minded collections and interpret this as a combinatorial operation on configurations of admissible curves. Our interpretation of mutation will be a key ingredient in the following results. Mutation was first introduced in [21, Section 8.1] for spherical collections and generalized in [20] to Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt triangulated categories. This notion is defined using the language of approximations, which we now briefly review.
Let C be an arbitrary category (not necessarily triangulated), and let A be any subcategory of C. We say that a morphism f : C Ñ A where C P C and A P A is a left A-approximation of C if for any morphism g : C Ñ A 1 where A 1 P A one has g " g 1 f for some morphism g 1 : A Ñ A 1 . Dually, one defines the notion of a right A-approximation of C. Additionally, we say that f : C Ñ A where C P C and A P A is left minimal morphism if for every morphism g : A Ñ A that satisfies gf " f one has that g is an isomorphism. Dually, one defines right minimal morphisms. A morphism f : C Ñ A (resp., f : A Ñ C) is a left minimal A-approximation (resp., right minimal A-approximation) if f is left minimal and is a left A-approximation (resp., right minimal and is a right A-approximation).
Let X " tX 1 , . . . , X n u be a simple-minded collection in D b pΛq where Λ is any finite dimensional k-algebra. Let extpX k q denote the extension closure of X k in D b pΛq (i.e., the smallest subcategory of D b pΛq that contains X k and is closed under extensions). We define the left mutation of X to be µk pX q :" tX1 , . . . , Xǹ u where
where gì is a left minimal extpX k q-approximation. It is known that such approximations exist and that µk pX q is a simple-minded collection in D b pΛq (see [20, Section 7.2] ). Dually, one defines the right mutation of X , denoted µḱ pX q. The resulting collection µḱ pX q :" tX1 , . . . , Xń u has objects given by
where gí is a right minimal extpX k q-approximation. By [20, Proposition 7.6 (a)], we have µḱ µk pX q " X and µk µḱ pX q " X .
Remark 8.5. Let X " tX 1 , . . . , X n u P 2-smcpΛ T q. By Lemma 8.3, we have that µk pX q P 2-smcpΛ T q (resp., µḱ pX q P 2-smcpΛ T q) if and only if X k is a stalk complex of an indecomposable concentrated in degree 0 (resp., 1). Using Proposition 4.5, we have that, when performing the mutation µk (resp., µḱ ) on X , extpX k q " addpX k q (resp., extpX k q " addpX k r1sq). Lemma 8.6. Let X " tX 1 , . . . , X n u " tM pu p1q qr1s, . . . , M pu pn1q qr1su \ tM pv p1q q, . . . , M pv pn2q qu P 2-smcpΛ T q and let gì : X i r´1s Ñ X k,i and gí : X k,i Ñ X i r1s be approximations used in the mutations µk pX q and µḱ pX q. If X k " M pu pjq qr1s, we have Lemma 8.6 shows how mutation of a 2-term simple-minded collection X of D b pΛ T q can be understood combinatorially as an operation on admissible curves in SEGpX q. In Figure 6 , we illustrate the possible ways that mutation can effect SEGpX q. Lemma 8.6 also shows that µk pX q differs from X by at most three objects.
Proof of Lemma 8.6. It is easy to see that X k,i is isomorphic to X k or 0, since gì is a left minimal addpX k qapproximation. Note that the map gì defines the triangle X i r´1s Figure 6 . The three types of nontrivial transformations. Now note that since X i is a stalk complex concentrated in degree 0 or´1, we have the following two cases
We first consider the case when
This means that gì : X i r´1s Ñ X k,i is the zero map. Since gì is a left minimal morphism, this implies that X k,i " 0. Then the long exact sequence implies that H´1pConepgì-H´1pX i q " 0 and H 0 pConepgì-H 0 pX i q " X i . Thus Conepgì q -X i . Next, suppose that dim k Ext 1 Λ T pX i , X k,i q " 1. Since gì is a left minimal morphism, we know that gì is nonzero and thus X k,i " X k . Assume X i is concentrated in degree 0 and write We know from Lemma 8.3 that Conepgì q must be isomorphic in D b pΛ T q to either M pwq or M pwqr1s for some M pwq P indpΛ T -modq in order to have µk pX q P 2-smcpΛ T q. This implies that either kerppgì q˚q " 0 or cokerppgì q˚q " 0. In the former case Conepgì q -M pwq where supppM pwqq " supppM pv pjzsupppM pu pj 1. In the latter case Conepgì q -M pwqr1s where supppM pwqq " supppM pu pj 1zsupppM pv pj. The computation of Coconepgí q is similar so we omit it.
8.2. From simple-minded collections to noncrossing tree partitions. In this section, we show how any 2-term simple-minded collection gives rise to a noncrossing tree partition paired with its Kreweras complement.
Using left mutation, we can endow 2-smcpΛ T q with a poset structure by regarding it as the transitive closure of the relation X 1 Ì X 2 if and only if X 2 " µk pX 1 q for some k P rns. Perhaps surprisingly, this poset can be understood more globally. In [20, Proposition 7.9] it is shown that the partial order on p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq can be described as follows. If
j rmsq " 0 for any m ă 0 and any i, j P rns. The next proposition shows that the poset p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq has an even richer structure.
Proposition 8.7. The poset p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq is a finite lattice whose unique minimal (resp., maximal) element is tM piq : i P pQ T q 0 u (resp., tM piqr1s : i P pQ T q 0 u).
Proof. We will show that p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq is isomorphic to the lattice of torsion-free classes torsfpΛ T q. The lattice torsfpΛ T q is finite since Λ T is representation-finite.
By [17, Theorem 3.1] and [29, Proposition 2.3] , the poset torsfpΛ T q is isomorphic to the poset of bounded t-structures pC
In the latter poset, bounded t-structures are partially ordered by inclusion: The isomorphism sends a torsion-free class F and its corresponding torsion class T to the bounded t-structure pC 1ď0 , C 1ě0 q where C
Now, by [3, Corollary 4.3] and the remarks following its proof, this poset of bounded t-structures is isomorphic to p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq. Remark 8.5 shows that the unique minimal (resp., maximal) element of p2-smcpΛ T q, ăq is tM piq : i P pQ T q 0 u (resp., tM piqr1s : i P pQ T q 0 u). Proposition 8.8. Let X P 2-smcpΛ T q. The graph SEGpX q is a noncrossing tree (i.e., any two admissible curves in SEGpX q are noncrossing in the sense of Lemma 3.1).
Proof. It is clear that SEGptM piq : i P pQ T q 0 uq is a noncrossing tree. By Proposition 8.7, for any X P 2-smcpΛ T q there exists a sequence of left mutations such that X " µì k˝¨¨¨˝µì1 ptM piq : i P pQ T q 0 uq. By Lemma 8.6, we have that if X 2 " µk pX 1 q and SEGpX 1 q is a tree, then SEGpX 2 q is a tree. Thus SEGpX q is a tree.
It remains to prove that if X 2 " µk pX 1 q where X 1 , X 2 P 2-smcpΛ T q and SEGpX 1 q " tγ 1 , . . . , γ n u is noncrossing, then SEGpX 2 q " tγ1 , . . . , γǹ u is noncrossing. It is clear that the admissible curves in SEGpX 1 qzSEGpX 2 q are noncrossing. Write X 1 " tX 1 , . . . , X n u, SegpX 1 q " ts 1 , . . . , s n u, and SegpX 2 q " ts1 , . . . , sǹ u. Without loss of generality, we can assume k " 1 and then X 2 " tX 1 r1s, X2 , . . . , Xǹ u. By Lemma 8.6, X 2 differs from X 1 in at most three objects. This implies that, without loss of generality, Xì " X i if i R t1, 2, 3u. Furthermore, the description of mutation in Lemma 8.6 shows that the admissible curves in SEGpX 2 qzSEGpX 1 q are noncrossing. Thus it suffices to show any admissible curve from SEGpX 2 qzSEGpX 1 q and any admissible curve from SEGpX 1 qzSEGpX 2 q are noncrossing. Note that from our interpretation of mutation in terms of admissible curves (see Figure 6 ), we
Ů k i"1 SEG´1 i pX q where each SEG´1 i pX q is a connected component of SEG´1pX q. Also, let Seg´1 i pX q denote the set of segments defined by SEG´1 i pX q.
We claim that any two segments in Seg´1 i pX q either have no common vertices or they agree only at an endpoint of each. Since Hom D b pΛ T q pX s , X t q " 0 for any objects in X and since any SEG´1 i pX q is connected, Lemma 5.4 implies that there are no segments in Seg´1 i pX q that share an endpoint and agree along a segment.
Suppose that s 1 , s 2 P Seg´1 i pX q agree along a segment, but have no common endpoints. Let γ 1 and γ 2 be the edges of SEG´1 i pX q whose segments are s 1 and s 2 , respectively. Since SEG´1 i pX q is a tree, let pγ p1q , . . . , γ prwith γ pjq P SEG´1 i pX q denote the unique sequence of edges connecting an endpoint of s 1 to an endpoint of s 2 . Let ps p1q , . . . , s prwith s pjq P Seg´1 i pX q denote the sequence of segments defined by pγ p1q , . . . , γ prq q. We assume s p1q (resp., s prq ) agrees with s 1 (resp., s 2 ) at an endpoint, and, by the previous paragraph, we can assume that s pjq and s pj`1q agree only at endpoints for each j. Now from the structure of T , we have that s p1q agrees with s 1 along a segment or s prq agrees with s 2 along a segment. In either situation we reach a contradiction. We now have that each Seg´1 i pX q is an inclusion-minimal set of segments. Since SEG´1 i pX q is a connected component of SEG´1pX q, we observe that Seg´1 i pX q is segment-connected. Thus for each i P rks, we define B i :" tv P T : v is an endpoint of some segment in Seg´1 i pX qu, and we obtain that Seg´1 i pX q " SegpB i q. By Proposition 8.8, this implies that B X :" tB 1 , . . . , B k u P NCPpT q.
The proof of ii) is similar so we omit it. We remark that the noncrossing tree partition corresponding to SEG 0 pX q " Lemma 8.10. Let pB, KrpBqq P NCPpT q 2 and let M puq (resp., M pvq) be an indecomposable Λ T -module whose corresponding segment appears in SegpBq for some block B of B (resp., of KrpBq). Then p1q Hom D b pΛ T q pM puqr1s, M pvqrksq " 0 for any k ď 0, p2q Hom D b pΛ T q pM pvq, M puqr1srksq " 0 for any k ď 0.
Proof. For each part, we assume that B is not the top or bottom element of NCPpT q, otherwise the statements hold vacuously. In each part, whenever we assume that s u " ry 1 , y 2 s and s v " rx 1 , x 2 s agree along a segment, we let s w " ra, bs denote the unique maximal segment along which they agree. Furthermore, we let γ u and γ v be admissible curves for s u and s v , respectively, that witness the fact that s u P SegpBq for some block B of B and s v P SegpB 1 q for some block B 1 of KrpBq, and orient this curves from a to b.
pM pvq, M puqq " 0 for k ď´2, it is enough to show that Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0 and Ext 1 Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0. We first show that Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0. Suppose that s v and s u have no common endpoints. We claim that ν :" ttx 1 , x 2 u, ty 1 , y 2 u, tiu : i P V o ztx 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 uu is a noncrossing tree partition. Since γ v and γ u do not cross and since s v and s u have no common endpoints, we can replace γ v with a red admissible curve γ 1 v representing s v that does not cross γ u . Thus ν P NCPpT q. Now by Lemma 7.2, we have that Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0. Now suppose the segments s u and s v share an endpoint. Since s u P SegpBq for some block B of B and s v P SegpB 1 q for some block B 1 of KrpBq, they are distinct and thus share exactly one endpoint. We can assume that s u and s v agree along some segment, otherwise we are done. Since s u and s v agree along s w , we must have that v " v 1 Ø w and u " u 1 Ø w for some strings u 1 and v 1 in Λ T , at least one of which is nonempty. Assume a is the common endpoint of s u and s v . By Lemma 3.1 (3), with s w " ra, bs playing the role of t and γ v playing the role of γ, we have that γ v either turns left at b or γ u turns right at b. Thus either v " v 1 Ñ w and u " w or v " w or u Ð w. This implies that Hom Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0.
Lastly, we show that Ext Assume s u and s v agree only at an endpoint. By Lemma 4.6, Ext 1 Λ T pM pvq, M puqq ‰ 0 if and only if there exists an arrow α P pQ T q 1 such that the string pu ÐÑ vq " pu α ÐÝ vq. Since s u P B P B and s v P B 1 P KrpBq, any admissible curve γ u (resp., γ v ) leaves its endpoints from their right (resp., left). Thus the existence of such an arrow α P pQ T q 1 implies that γ u and γ v leave their common endpoint from a common corner of T , and such a configuration is not allowed. Now assume s u and s v agree along a segment, but they have no common endpoints. Now we can write 
. Thus Theorem 4.7 implies that Ext 1 Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0 Suppose we are in case iii). We have from Lemma 3.1 (2) (with s w playing the role of t, γ v playing the role of γ, and γ u playing the role of γ 1 ) that either γ v turns left at b and γ u turns right at a or γ v turns right at b and γ u turns left at a. This implies that either u " u p1q Ð w and v " w Ñ v p2q or u " u p1q Ñ w and v " w Ð v p2q . By Theorem 4.7, we have that Ext 1 Λ T pM pvq, M puqq " 0. The analogous argument can be used in case iv).
Lemma 8.11. Let pB, KrpBqq P NCPpT q 2 . Then the objects tM puqr1s : s u P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tM pvq :
Proof. Let T denote the smallest triangulated category that contains the objects in the statement of the lemma and that is closed under taking summands of its objects. Note that M puq P T for each s u P SegpBq where B P B because T is closed under taking shifts of objects. Since tM piq : i P pQ T q 0 u is a simple-minded collection, it is enough to show that every indecomposable Λ T -module belongs to T . To do so, we use what we call admissible sequences of segments. We say ps u p1q , . . . , s u pkis an admissible sequence of segments for s " ra, bs if the following hold:
i) M pu piP T for each i P rks, ii) s i´1 and s i are segments that share an endpoint, iii) vertex a (resp., b) is an endpoint of s 1 (resp., s k ). Observe that every segment s " ra, bs has an admissible sequence of segments ps u p1q , . . . , s u pkof length at most n given by the sequence of segments connecting a and b in the red-green tree defined by pB, KrpBqq. We remark that the vertices a 1 and b 1 of T that are the endpoints shared by s u piq and s u pi`1q and by s u pjq and s u pj`1q , respectively, define a segment ra 1 , b 1 s P SegpT q for any i and j satisfying 1 ď i ă j ă k. This follows from the fact that s " ra, bs P SegpT q.
We prove that if every s u P SegpT q with an admissible sequence ps u p1q , . . . , s u pkhas the property that M puq P T , then every s v P SegpT q with an admissible sequence ps v p1q , . . . , s v pk`1has M pvq P T . If s u P SegpT q has an admissible sequence ps u p1q q, then s u " s u p1q and so M puq P T . Now assume that every s u P SegpT q with an admissible sequence ps u p1q , . . . , s u pkhas the property that M puq P T . Let s v " ra, bs P SegpT q be any segment and let ps v p1q , . . . , s v pk`1be an admissible sequence for s v . Observe that in ps v p1q , . . . , s v pk`1there exists i P rks such that, without loss of generality, s v piq and s v pi`1q are distinct segments that satisfy one of the following:
‚ supppM pv piX supppM pv pi`1" H or ‚ supppM pv piX supppM pv pi`1‰ H.
Suppose that supppM pv piX supppM pv pi`1" H. Note that s v piq and s v pi`1q agree only at an endpoint. By the properties of admissible sequences, this implies that s v piq˝s v pi`1q P SegpT q. Now we have that up to reversing the roles of v piq and v pi`1q , there is a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ M pv piÑ M pv piq Ð v pi`1Ñ M pv pi`1Ñ 0. This means there is a triangle in D b pΛ T q given by M pv piÑ M pv piq Ð v pi`1Ñ M pv pi`1Ñ M pv piq qr1s so M pv piq Ð v pi`1P T . We obtain an admissible sequence ps v p1q , . . . , s v pi´1q , s pv piq Ðv pi`1, s v pi`2q , . . . , s v pk`1for s v of length k. By induction, we obtain that M pvq P T . Now suppose that supppM pv piX supppM pv pi`1‰ H. Since s v piq and s v pi`1q share an endpoint, it is easy to see that there is nonzero morphism f : M pv piÑ M pv pi`1or a nonzero morphism f : M pv pi`1Ñ M pv piq q. Figure 7 . The c-matrices of Q " 2 Ð 1 and the corresponding noncrossing tree partitions with their Kreweras complements.
We now have that Conepf q " M pw p1q qr1s ' M pw p2where supppM pw p1" supppM pv pizsupppM pv pi`1and supppM pw p2" supppM pv pi`1zsupppM pv pi. If supppM pw p1" H (resp., supppM pw p2" H), one checks that ps v p1q , . . . , s v pi´1q , s w p2q , s v pi`2q , . . . , s v pk`1(resp., ps v p1q , . . . , s v pi´1q , s w p1q , s v pi`2q , . . . , s v pk`1q q) is an admissible sequence for s v of length k. By induction, we obtain that M pvq P T .
Finally, suppose that both supppM pw p1‰ H and supppM pw p2‰ H. Since T is closed under taking summands of its objects, we have that M pw p1q q, M pw p2P T . From the properties of admissible sequences, we have that the vertices a 1 and b 1 of T that are the endpoints shared by s v pi´1q and s v piq and by s v pi`1q and s u pi`2q , respectively, define a segment ra 1 , b 1 s P SegpT q. This implies that s w p1q˝s w p2q P SegpT q. Thus, up to reversing the roles of w p1q and w p2q , there is a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ M pw p1Ñ M pw p1q Ð w p2Ñ M pw p2Ñ 0. This extension defines a triangle in D b pΛ T q given by M pw p1Ñ M pw p1q Ð w p2Ñ M pw p2Ñ M pw p1q qr1s. Thus M pw p1q Ð w p2P T . We obtain an admissible sequence ps v p1q , . . . , s v pi´1q , s w p1q Ðw p2q , s v pi`2q , . . . , s v pk`1for s v of length k. By induction, we obtain that M pvq P T .
We believe that there exists a generalization of our descriptions of torsion pairs, wide subcategories, and 2-term simple-minded collections in greater generality, namely, in the generality of gentle algebras. We are working to find a suitable analogue of the oriented flip graph and the noncrossing tree partitions that will model the combinatorics of these representation theoretic objects in such generality.
Classification of c-matrices
We now apply our work to obtain a combinatorial classification of the c-matrices of quivers Q T where the internal vertices of T are all of degree 3. The c-matrices [12] of a quiver Q are related to noncrossing partitions of finite Coxeter groups [23] and many important objects in representation theory [3] . In [3] , the c-matrices of quivers were interpreted representation theoretically as certain simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of a finite dimensional algebra Λ. Our result is that c-matrices of Q T are classified by noncrossing tree partitions of T paired with their Kreweras complement. Theorem 9.1. Assume that T is a tree whose internal vertices are of degree 3.
(1) The map ϕ : SegpT q Ñ c-vec(Q)`:" tpositive c-vectors of Q T u, defined by s Þ Ñ pa 1 , . . . , a n q P Z n ě0 , where a i :" 1 if the edge corresponding to vertex i P pQ T q 0 appears in s and a i :" 0 otherwise, is a bijection.
(2) The map tpB, KrpBqqu BPNCPpT q Ñ c-mat(Q), defined by sending pB, KrpBqq to the c-matrix C whose negative c-vectors are t´ϕpsq : s P SegpBq where B P Bu and whose positive c-vectors are tϕpsq : s P SegpB 1 q where B 1 P KrpBqu, is a bijection (see Figure 7 ).
Proof.
(1) By Corollary 4.3, there is a bijection between segments of T and the indecomposable modules of Λ T . This bijection sends a segment s to a string module M pwq of Λ T where w " w 1 Ø¨¨¨Ø w k has the property that each vertex w i P pQ T q 0 corresponds to an edge of T whose vertices both appear in s. Now consider the map dim : Λ T -mod Ñ Z n ě0 . By [8, Theorem 6] , the restriction dim : indpΛ T -modq Ñ c-vecpQq`is a bijection. As the composition s Þ Ñ dimpM pwqq agrees with the map in the assertion, this completes the proof.
(2) By Theorem 8.4, there is a bijective map pB, KrpBqq θ Þ ÝÑ tM puqr1s : s u P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tM pvq : s v P SegpB 1 q where B 1 P KrpBqu where the latter belongs to 2-smcpΛ T q. Define a map Φ : 2-smcpΛ T q Ñ c-matpQq by tX 1 , . . . , X n u Þ Ñ tdimpX 1 q, . . . , dimpX n qu where dim : D b pΛ T q Ñ Z n is defined as dimpX i q :" ř jPZ p´1q j dimpX j i q. The latter map was shown to be a bijection in [3] . Using the proof of (1), we see that pB, KrpBqq Φ˝θ Þ ÝÑ t´ϕps u q : s u P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tϕps v q : s v P SegpB 1 q where B 1 P KrpBqu and the result follows.
